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I trust the reader is familiar with the history recorded in Genesis 27, 28, 29, and 30 of 

Jacob’s flight to Padan-Aram, the home of his uncle Laban, in order to escape the burning wrath 

of his brother Esau. You will also recall the dealings Jacob had with his uncle Laban and how 

God prospered Jacob as he had promised. There is one particular transaction between Jacob and 

Laban to which I would like to call your attention to that which is found in Genesis 30: 37-43. 

Jacob had made a bargain with Laban to accept all the ring streaked, speckled, and grizzled 

offspring as his wages. Laban then, accepting Jacob’s offer, separated the spotted animals and 

left Jacob with the solid colored animals. Jacob then employed his secret scheme to produce 

spotted animals from solid colored parents. He, as you will remember, put sticks, from which he 

had peeled part of the bark, in the watering trough so that the animals would be impressed by the 

white spots and produce spotted offspring. From the result of Jacob’s scheme one would 

conclude that it worked admirably; but upon further consideration of the Incident one must con-

clude that the scheme was a fraud. 

The study of inheritance, called genetics, has long ago disproved the theory that external 

factors such as the spotted rods can affect the type of offspring to be produced. Geneticists tell us 

that every plant, animal, and man has two factors called genes for every characteristic in their 

organism. For example, in the case of Jacob’s goats, each goat had two genes or factors for the 

color of coat which he bore. Now one of these genes was for solid color and the other for spotted 

coat. Since the animals with which Jacob dealt were solid colored we can conclude that the gene 

or factor for solid color was stronger or dominant over the gene for spotted color. Therefore, 

although the animals looked to Jacob as if they were solid colored they were actually spotted 

“underneath.” Since they were spotted “underneath” they naturally would produce a good 

number of offspring which were speckled, spotted, or grizzled. 

Now I can hear some of you say: “But why bring all this about genes and Genetics into 

the story? Couldn’t God have used the spotted rods to make the animals reproduce as they did?” 

The answer is: “Yes, He could have but he didn’t.” Genesis 31:10-13 shows us that God, through 

a dream, told Jacob that his scheme was useless and taught him some of the genetics explained 

above. 

 “And it came to pass at the time that the flock conceived, that I lifted up mine 

eyes, and saw in a dream, and, behold the he-goats which did leap upon the flock 

were ring streaked, speckled, and grizzled.” (Genesis 31:10). 

 

The dream shows that the animals that Jacob thought were solid colored were actually 

spotted. Besides teaching Jacob in this dream that his scheme was false, God also clearly taught 

Jacob a lesson in faith. He clearly showed him that it was not his cunning schemes that had 

caused him, first of all, to receive the birth-right blessing instead of his brother or that had caused 

his material increase later in life. “It was only because of the sovereign favor of his covenant 

God that he received the birthright* and the material wealth. 

* J. P. Van Haitsma, The Supplanter Undeceived; p. 92. 
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